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The only way to change the system is by opting out of it

Author: Brian D. Hill

Does anyone really believe that we can make any changes in such a corrupt system? Can anyone really make a difference when
most people are working half to death in jobs with low wages then hardly have time even for family?

The only way we can change a largely corrupt governmental system is by first opting out of it by giving up consent to be governed
which we are free to do in our current system of Constitutional boundaries and the Declaration of Independence that still applies to
America.  When a system is corrupt to the point where people including politicians are blackmailed, threatened, coerced, bribed or
even legally forced to become corrupt then it is no longer worth fighting for and protecting. That doesn’t mean we should just throw
in the towel and give up. That doesn’t mean a civil war either as that doesn’t solve anything. You need to keep peaceful and just
give up your consent to be governed then that can make a real difference. If millions of slave Americans start opting out from their
consent to be governed then the U.S. Government and the states will begin to take notice and fear the people out of a economical,
political, and legal system collapse out of many angry Americans that give up on their faith in their Government.

Opt Out Day against the TSA was also a huge success and sends a message to the TSA that they can’t just hire pedophiles and
grope whomever they want when they feel like it and then charge those that conduct the same gropedowns with sexual assault.
When government laws become one-sided to where laws are selectively enforced then the very government we have has either
become criminal or has lost it’s rule of law.

Government was only meant to exist for two things, to protect the Liberty and Security of the people. Those that sacrifice Liberty for
Security deserve neither of them. Government was meant to be enforced upon man to protect the rights for the benefit for all
mankind, and then protect their rights by providing a solid national security infrastructure such as a army to shield this country from
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foreign enemies, and a police to protect the people within it’s borders.

Now government has become the total opposite of what it was meant to be and suppose to be. Now government tries to use it’s
power, forced taxation, and authority to take away peoples rights then classify any abuse against the people as top secret or
protected by being given immunity from prosecution as if everything is Area 51 secured. Then people start disappearing or dying as if
the people are the very enemy that our military has fought against for centuries. Government was never meant to become a gang, a
mafia, to abuse the people whenever they feel like it. Even the elections have become a intimidation tactic and illusion to force
people to vote for whomever the political party leaders want instead of what the people want, another abuse of authority.

When the American people realize what direction this country is really heading in they can choose to opt out of Government and
become a sovereign citizen (Not talking about the group targeted by the FBI) not subjugated to the corrupt laws and
Misrepresentation that has plagued our Government.

There are many that still try to keep their faith in the broken system but never get anywhere for years until  death of old age. The
only solution to a broken system is by opting out of it and denying consent to by governed by such a corrupt institution. Only then
can we begin to form a new and better governing system that doesn’t have corrupt politicians on every front, on every level, and on
many offices like a cancerous tumor.

Remember in the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and even in my states Constitution (Your state could have it
too) it states that the power is derived from the consent of the governed. The only reason the Government has power is due to all the
focus, attention, and energy we put into the system. At any time we have a right to walk away from the Government and opt out of it
if they refuse to represent the very people that are suppose to be represented and their rights protected.
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